ABSTRACT Fuzz testing is a widely used technique for software vulnerability detection, but it is still limited in finding bugs nested in the deep program states. Parallel testing is an augmented method aiming to make the best of the computing resource to expose more deep program bugs. However, current parallel testing methods cannot deal well with task slicing so that the parallel nodes show serious duplication with each other, thus decreasing the efficiency in total. For instance, the original parallel mode of the well-known fuzzer American fuzzy lop (AFL) does not split the task and just synchronizes the interesting seeds without any internal execution information. In this paper, we put forward a novel program state sensitive parallel testing method, which: 1) splits the task into low correlated subtasks according to the program states and 2) adjusts the mutation engine to confine one instance's testing among its subtask-related code region as more as possible. Our method is an objective to reduce the testing collision between parallel instances and therefore improve the performance. We developed a new fuzzer called PAFL and implemented some experiments to investigate that if our parallel testing framework is positive when deploying multiple instances and if it shows a better path discovery compared with two state-of-the-art fuzzers, AFL and AFLFast. In the experiments, we employed PAFL with 1/2/4/8/16 to observe their path discovery and conclude that our new parallel framework is positive when using more multiple instances. We also compared PAFL with AFL and AFLFast by employing eight parallel instances for each fuzzer, and the results prove that our tool has the best path discovery among the three fuzzers. Compared with the original parallel AFL, PAFL can achieve averaged performance gains of 3.98, 3.04, 4.18, and 1.45 on the c + +filt, objdump, readelf, and tcpdump, respectively. Besides, we took PAFL on binutils and libtiff, and finally, we found ten new bugs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Program errors and bugs exert critical threats to cyber security even though software quality continues improving. Since the enormous state space of modern software, manual analysis is seriously insufficient for large and complex software. Researchers have put a great deal of effort into devising automatic testing methods for large-scale real world software [1] - [3] . In the past several years, many automatic methods have been proposed, such as fuzz testing [4] , [5] , taint analysis [6] , and symbolic execution [7] .
Fuzz testing is a mainstream technique both in industrial and academic areas [8] - [10] . It discovers software bugs by feeding target programs with randomly mutated test cases and catching their execution behaviors. Since proposed, it has
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xiangxue Li. discovered many critical secure bugs in real world software. Recently, many new techniques are developed on fuzz testing to improve its performance. For example, AFL(American Fuzzy Lop) introduces Genetic Algorithm (GA) liked seed selection method [11] ; AFLfast brings a Markov Model based seed schedule method into AFL; Driller integrates fuzz testing with symbolic execution which can break complex branches [12] .
With the development of computing technology, especially the cloud computing, parallel fuzz testing gains more and more attention to make full use of these resource. By deploying multiple instances, parallel fuzz testing can enlarge the number of discovered bugs and shorts the time that consumed to a given program state coverage. Companies like Google have also developed their own parallel fuzz testing framework such as OSS-Fuzz and so on [13] , [14] .
However, current parallel fuzz testing methods are mainly limited by tasks splitting and reallocation, they just stacks the computing resource to explore program states, therefore there exists much repeat working among all the instances. For example, AFL's parallel mode has no task split at all, it only shares/synchronizes coverage information and seeds between different nodes.
After addressing the problem of current parallel fuzz testing, we realized that designing the task splitting and reallocation on parallel nodes can bring performance optimization. In this paper, we proposed a novel program state sensitive parallel fuzzing method, which separates the whole testing task into some low correlated subtasks and adjusts the mutation engine testing the subtask related code region as more as possible. Our method is objective to reduce the testing collision between parallel instances and therefore improve the performance. Based on our method, we implemented a prototype PAFL which is built on top of AFL. Furthermore, we performed some evaluations on several real world software to demonstrate the effectiveness of PAFL.
This paper makes the following contributions.
• We proposed a new method that splits the whole task into subtasks by program states and adjusts the mutation engine to test more among the subtask. This method can avoid much duplication testing compared to current parallel frameworks.
• We designed and implemented a tool -PAFL -and we evaluated PAFL on real world software to demonstrate its effectiveness.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some previous work in software testing. Section 3 describes our program sensitive parallel fuzzing method in detail. Section 4 reports the implementation of PAFL and presents experimental evaluation results. And Section 5 concludes this paper and describes some future work.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce some basic information about fuzz testing.
A. FUZZ TESTING
Fuzz testing randomly mutates/modifies program inputs using several mutation operators (e.g., bit-flip, boundary value substitution, block deletion and duplication) to generate new test cases and feed them to the target program. The program is then executed and monitored to capture abnormal behaviors such as program crashes. However, since modern software's inputs are almost well-structured, a large portion of the randomly generated test cases is obstructed by the verifications shallow in the program, which leads to a low testing efficiency [5] .
To address this problem, model-based fuzz testing technique was proposed, and several fuzzing frameworks are released, such as Peach [15] and Spike [16] . This technique leverages the knowledge of input's structure to construct new test cases that can go through many verifications and test more region of the program. However, without these program internal information, these model-based fuzz testing still cannot penetrate into deep code areas.
Coverage based fuzz testing [17] was also proposed to discover more program paths/bugs. It collects the dynamic coverage information and leverages it to guide seed distillation. For example, AFL [11] In order to maximum the number of detected bugs in a given time budget, parallel fuzz testing is introduced to leverage the powerful computing resource [13] , that multiple instances concentrate on a same testing task and shares the discovery.
For example, AFL provides a parallel mode to launch instances on a multi-core system. During mutation testing, each instance stands equally with others, but these instances would share their interesting seeds at intervals. When a complex path is found by an input in one instance after a long time fuzzing, other instances will synchronize this input into their seed queues and update the coverage information. By exchanging interesting inputs, parallel AFL instances can share valuable coverage information to find more paths. However, sharing the seeds between parallel instances is just a mean to stack the computing resource and it cannot deal well with tasks splitting and reallocation. One instance cannot aware which program states are explored on the other instances, thus some nodes may drop into same subspace simultaneously, and therefore brings a performance loss.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we propose a novel program state sensitive parallel testing method to improve testing performance. Figure 1 shows the whole framework of our method from a high level scope. Our task split method addresses on the state space but not the input space. It first collects all states that have already been touched by all testing instances. Then, in order to achieve a load balance distribution strategy for each state, the less tested program states are sieved out by dynamic execution information. These states are passed to each slave node to perform a program state sensitive fuzz testing. Once a state is tested for a given times in one instance, all the internal information, i.e. the testing times of all the met states, is delivered to the master node to update the global program states status so that the less tested states can be updated timely.
To achieve such a parallel working flow, we need to deal with the following two key problems:
• Which states should be selected as candidates delivered to the fuzzing engines?
• How to confine the mutation engine works in a sub program state space as more as possible? The first problem is proposed to deal with program state candidates selection, which is explained in section III-A. And section III-B introduces the solution of the second problem.
A. PROGRAM STATE CANDIDATES SELECTION
Modern software has vast state space, thus testing all program states simultaneously with limited number of parallel nodes is impossible so far. Given this knowledge, we need to define a state priority rule so that valuable states can be scheduled with higher priority. A valuable state is often such state that is guarded with complex path constraints, because the states with loose path constraints can often be covered testing. Besides, as demonstrated in the Markov model [17] , a state transition always happens from states with complex path constraints to the ones with loose path constraints. So prioritizing states with complex path constraints is convinced. Figure 2 shows an example to describe what are valuable states. Since the value set of x * x <= 100 is much smaller than x * x > 100, the true branch is more valuable than the false one because we have higher possibility to pick up an x that satisfies the condition x * x > 100. Similarly, the true branch of x%3 == 0 is more valuable than the corresponding false branch. So in the figure, the bolder the line is, the looser path constraints it owns; the thinner the line is, the more valuable it is.
To emphasize these valuable states, the ideas of ''high/lowfrequency path'' as well as the ''rare/dense branch'' were presented in [17] and [18] , the authors suggest to pay more attentions to these low-frequency paths/branches. In this paper, we adopt a similar state-level idea of test frequency (but with additional improvements for the purpose of parallel scenario) to identify whether a state is valuable or not. Since the test frequency cannot be count accurately, we define the test frequency as f = N hit N total , where N hit denotes the number of test cases that hit this state and N total represents the total number of test cases that have been tested so far.
In our framework, the test frequency is calculated by the original mechanisms in AFL and our supplementary method. AFL introduces light weight instrumentation to capture branch coverage and injects code to calculate state/branch hit counts. The instrumentation logic is shown in Figure 3 . cur_location is a randomly generated number at compiling time which aims to keep the XOR output distributed uniformly. The share_mem is the bitmap that stores the hit count information. In order to obtain a more accurate test frequency from the view point of global optimum, the master node needs to collect the execution summary from each slave node. A naive method is to share one bitmap within all nodes, and each node can increase the hit count in the shared bitmap. However, the perform of such a method deteriorates with the number of slave nodes grows. This problems raises from the frequent mutex operations when the slave nodes update the hit counts in the shared bitmap. 
B. PROGRAM STATE SENSITIVE FUZZING
The other key problem of parallel fuzz testing is how to confine the mutation engine works in a sub program state space as more as possible. For a given target state, randomly mutation of the corresponding test case may drive the program into another different subspace. As mentioned before, transitions always happen from valuable states to others with loose path constraints.
To address this problem, we introduced a pinned fuzz testing method that can limit the mutation happen in a specific state space as more as possible. Our method first identifies the key offsets in the test case that are related to the path constraints [18] . Then we avoid touching these offsets in mutating to make sure that the execution trace can still hit the target program state. In order to identify such key offsets that related to a specific program state, multiple choices can be applied. For example, we can use dynamic taint analysis or symbolic execution to obtain such key offsets. However, both of these two methods are not scalable when applying to real world software. This is because modern software has very large state space. Invoking such heavy weight methods for each state will bring unacceptable performance overhead.
We devised a light weight key offsets identification method based on disturb&check. Algorithm 3 shows the working flow of our light weight key offsets identification method. For each offset in a test case, we perform randomly mutation operations (i.e. mutating/inserting before&after/deleting) and check whether the generated test case will still hit the target state. If the execution misses the state, then we mark the offset as a key offset. While keeping the key offsets unchanged can confine the mutations range, this method concretes the path constraints to a static one, which may lead to a dissatisfaction in the successor branches. Figure 4 shows a simple example of this. Since the value set of 2 * x <= 30 is much smaller than 2 * x > 30, we pick up the true branch of 2 * x <= 30 as the task state. Assume that the value of x of a test case that hit the true branch is 0 (this can be touched quickly by setting x as the corner value of uint8_t). Then after keeping x as fixed(x = 0), the abort code that guarded with x%7 == 0 will never be triggered.
We eased this problem by targeted fuzz testing. When there is no new paths triggered after a fixed time fuzzing for a task state, the slave node will try to mutate only on the key offsets so that any new solutions of the path constraints of current state can be uncovered. Whenever the slave node finds a different solution for key offsets K , it will be added to the seed queue to perform future mutation. Otherwise the task state is collected into a blacklist to prevent future mutations. For example, since setting x as 0 cannot trigger more new paths, we focus on mutating x. This gives the chance to find a solution that satisfies x%7 == 0 and triggers the crash.
Synchronizing seed queue between all slave nodes with a fixed interval can raise performance overhead, and we introduced an on-demand synchronization method to ease this problem. Firstly, our method avoids to synchronize seed from all other slave nodes, which needs to perform A 2 N times directory open/scan/close operations, where N is the number of slave nodes. In our implementation, the master node pulls the seed queue of each slave node so that the slaves only need to synchronize from the master node. This method only need to perform 2N times of directory operations, which reduces overhead raised from synchronization significantly when N > 3. Secondly, whenever a slave node gets a task state from the master node, it first checks whether this state is hit by some test cases in its own seed queue. And it only synchronizes the seed queue from the master node only if there is no test case can trigger the task state.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We developed a parallel fuzz testing tool on top of AFL, and called it PAFL. We added around 1000 LOC to implement program state candidates selection, program state sensitive fuzz testing, and on-demand seed queue synchronization.
In the experimental evaluation part, we address the following two research questions:
• RQ1: Does PAFL have a positive effect when using more parallel instances?
• RQ2: Can PAFL improves the performance of path discovery than the state-of-the-art parallel fuzzers? More specifically, RQ1 examines the effectiveness of PAFL's parallel framework, weather using more instances can discover more paths within a same time budget. RQ2 investigates the path discovery ability of PAFL and compares the results with two state-of-start fuzzers, AFL and AFLFast.
In the experiments, same as many other papers, we choose AFL's unique paths number as a the proxy to reflect the code coverage. All experiments are done on 4 real world software benchmarks with more than one time, the 4 benchmarks are linux programs and widely used in other researching papers, they are c++filt [19] 
A. PARALLELISM'S EFFECTIVENESS(RQ1)
For RQ1, we explored the experiments to answer the question that can PAFL discover more unique paths when using more parallel instances. We deployed PAFL on the 4 benchmarks with 1/2/4/8/16 parallel instance(s) for 12 hours respectively. And we use the average results over 6 runs to improve the credibility, because of the random process of fuzz testing. Figure 5 shows the average result of PAFL on the 4 benchmarks with 1/2/4/8/16 cores in 12 hours. We can see that the unique path number is positively related with the number of parallel instances. On all 4 benchmarks, PAFL behaves a fast growth on path number at the beginning, and a slow growth afterwards. This is because all the program state space are unexplored at the beginning, and PAFL can quickly explore most simple/shallow states, which is expressed as the steep growth curve in the figure. With simple/shallow states explored and complex/deep state left, PAFL is decelerated to trigger new paths, which is show as the flat curve in the figure. For almost fuzzers, including PAFL, their targets are to discover these complex/deep states as more as possible, i.e. to raise the upper limitation of the flat curve. We can see that even PAFL slows down to detect new paths after the initial rapid growth, deploying more parallel instances leads to cover more unique paths over same time. Therefor we conclude that the PAFL's parallel framework is correct and effective.
We find that PAFL with 1/2/4/8 cores achieves similar unique paths number at 12th hour on readelf, but has a more difference on tcpdump. That is because most simple program states in readelf are achieved and the remaining are complex, PAFL almost hits the limitation on its discover ability with the condition of 1/2/4/8 cores, which leads their growth VOLUME 7, 2019 curves stay at similar place. Deploying more computing resource or time budget can help it improve the performance, such as PAFL with 16 parallel instances. However, for tcpdump, there still left some easy program states after 12 hours' testing. Based on the positive effect of PAFL's framework, the more parallel instances can attain more unique paths, that is consistent with the results of tcpdump at 12th hour. But as time goes, tcpdump's growth curve would likely behave same as readelf does.
B. PATH DISCOVERY PERFORMANCE (RQ2)
For RQ2, we compared PAFL with AFL and AFLFast to check whether it can exhibit better parallel performance, i.e to expose more paths within a same time budget. As mentioned above, we use the unique paths provided as the evaluation metric, and each experiment was ran for 12 hours with 8 parallel instances. We also repeated each experiment for 12 runs and use the average results to eliminate the random factor.
Besides the unique paths, we also use the time ration to reflect the performance gain(called PG for short). For example, T afl is the time AFL costs to expose 95% of all its discovered paths in 12 hours, and T para is the time PAFL costs to achieve same discovery, then the performance gain is obtained by a calculation of PG = T afl T para . Figure 6 shows the average number of unique paths that discovered by the three fuzzers in 12 hours. We collected the number of unique paths along with each hour. From this figure we can see that PAFL outperforms AFL and AFLFast on all these 4 benchmarks. As mentioned above, all the three fuzzers behave a similar rapid growth at the beginning. But PAFL outperformed the other two engines after this rapid growth, i.e. PAFL is the best at covering the complex/deep program paths. That is because more program state exploration collision happens within AFL's parallel instances, which decreases the speed of triggering new paths. For AFLFast, it is developed on top of AFL by introducing a Markov model based power schedule method, but it still uses AFL's parallel mode and has more collisions than PAFL. By using program state sensitive parallel fuzzing method, PAFL reduces the possibility of exploration collision and covers more virgin program states.
We know that the total number of programs states that a fuzzer can explore when given a time budget is limited. So after most of the solvable program states are covered, it becomes more difficult to trigger new paths, which raises flat trends on the growth curves. Thus to describe the performance gain of PAFL more properly, we choose to use the time that consumed to achieve 95% of the total paths that discovered by AFL in 12 hours. The black dash line in Figure 6 shows the 95% of AFL's unique paths. We can also obtain that PAFL outperforms AFL according to the 95% criterion.
To detailed illustrate the efficiency improved by our proposed parallel framework, we use the performance gain(PG) between AFL and PAFL as Figure 7 and Table 1 shows. The blue dash line in Figure 7 denotes the base line of AFL. This box figure is built with a whiskers factor of 0.95. We can see that PAFL brings well performance gains on all the four benchmarks compared to AFL. Owing to the random factor in the testing process, the performance gains are varied in each experiment, but they are still above the base line. For all 12 experiment runs, the median PG on the 4 benchmarks TABLE 1. The detailed information of each run for 4 benchmarks over the 12 runs, including the 95% number of the total paths discovered by AFL in 12 hours, the time AFL and PAFL cost to achieve this discovery, and the performance gain. are 3.98, 3.04, 4.18, 1.45 for c + +filt, objdump, readelf and tcpdump respectively.
We found that there exists two exceptions in the figure 7, i.e. the 6th run in c + +filt and the 2nd run in readelf. In the 6th run of c + +filt, AFL cost 5.55 hours, which is a worse performance over the 12 runs, to the destination, and PAFL cost 0.58 hours, which is a better performance over the 12 runs, so that it obtains a PG of 9.54, which outclasses the median value. That is because fuzz testing is a random process, which would bring in fluctuations on the performance results. In the 6th run of c++filt, the results of AFL and PAFL are within the normal range respectively, it happens to meet a worse behavior in AFL and a better behavior in PAFL, which makes PG achieve an outclassed value. Similar, in the 2nd run of readelf, PAFL cost 2.99 hours to the destination, which plays worst among all 12 runs, so that it got a subaverage PG of 2.03. But from an average point of view, we can still conclude that PAFL bring a performance gain compared to AFL.
We also observed that a run in objdump and a run in tcpdump have almost PGs of 1, that means PAFL behaves nearly the same as AFL. More concretely, the PG is 1.04 in the 10th run in objdump, and is 1.06 in the 6th run in tcpdump. That is still because the fluctuations brought by the random process. But from all the 12 runs, we can still obtain that PAFL stably outperformed AFL on code coverage detection.
We also took PAFL on binutils with version 2.32 and libtiff with version 4.0.9, and found 6 new bugs in binutils and 4 new bugs in libtiff.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a program state sensitive fuzz testing method and implement a new parallel fuzzer called PAFL. Different from the original parallel mode of AFL, which just synchronizes the seeds among all parallel instances, PAFL splits the whole task into subtasks, and reallocates them to the parallel instances. Then it adjusts the mutation engine to confine the testing range in the subtask related space as more as possible, in order to reduce the possibility of exploration collision among different parallel instances. We implemented some experiments to investigate two questions: 1) is the framework of PAFL correct and effective, and 2) does PAFL work better than the original parallel version of AFL on code coverage detection. We made experiments on 4 widely used benchmarks and repeated more than one time to ensure the credibility. The exciting results on the two questions prove the augmentation of PAFL compared to the original parallel AFL.
While our method assists fuzz testing to make best use of the computing resource, from the experiments, we consider the improvement is capped, because of the inherent limitation in fuzz testing, such as difficult to break through long string comparisons. In our future work, we will pay more attention on program analysis techniques and try to integrate them into fuzzing engine, in order to enhance its ability to achieve these complicated path.
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